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1. Executive summary
The main objective of this deliverable was to investigate potential improvements in decadal
forecasts due to increased vertical resolution in both the ocean and atmosphere. Two groups were
involved in the work: SMHI and Cerfacs. SMHI focused on the impact of increasing vertical
resolution (mainly in the atmosphere) on forecast skill and associated mechanisms while Cerfacs
focused on the impact of ocean-atmosphere coupling frequency on mean climate and variability.
SMHI contribution: In the SPECS milestone (MS46, “Impact of ocean and atmosphere vertical
resolution on air-sea interaction and atmospheric convection”) on the way to this deliverable D42.2,
we describe the impact of an increased vertical resolution in both atmospheric and oceanic models
upon the representation of atmospheric convection and air-sea fluxes, respectively. The goal was
to explore the effect on air-sea interaction and remote teleconnections, with the potential to better
simulate seasonal interactions and variability. Coupled historical simulations in different vertical
resolutions were used for the analysis. Results indicate that increased vertical resolution in the
atmosphere leads to generally increased SSTs, which most prominently is connected to changes
in lower level cloudiness and radiative heat fluxes into the ocean. Convective activity is generally
reduced, most strongly in the western tropical Pacific, which is connected to increased precipitation
and zonal winds. The capability to simulate the ENSO phenomenon is not generally improved by
increased vertical resolution, but local radiative feedbacks are more realistic due to a better
resolution in the atmospheric boundary layer. Large-scale atmospheric dynamic feedbacks are
affected by increasing vertical resolution by means of modified meridional SST gradients and wind
patterns. Those changes are though not necessarily more realistic. This behaviour can possibly be
attributed to the selective choice of only increasing the vertical resolution.
The next step was then to perform a new set of multi-annual prediction experiments with increased
vertical resolution in the atmosphere model. The skill of the predictions with increased vertical
resolution is compared to those from lower resolution (see results below). Note that the effects of
increasing the horizontal resolution on skill are presented in D41.1.
Cerfacs contribution: CERFACS objective for this deliverable is to document the sensitivity of
the CERFACS-HR (developped in WP4.1) coupled model mean and variability biases to the ocean
vertical resolution. Changing the vertical resolution of an ocean model is not always an easy task.
One must change many of the model parameters and configuration files (for instance bathymetry).
The ocean component of the CERFACS_HR model is the global ORCA version of the NEMO025
code with 75 levels in the vertical and a 1-meter resolution in the first 20 meters. Note that this
resolution is already very high compared to what is usually used in CMIP-type models. A lot of
previous work has already shown that the increase in ocean vertical resolution is beneficial for
many aspects of the ocean (S. Yeager, personnal communication). Given the very high CPU cost
of CERFACS-HR, we are not convinced that we will add anything dramatically new by doing a full
set of hindcast experiments with a different (a lower one in this case) ocean vertical resolution. In
addition the number of decadal forecasts (from 1993 to 2009) and members (only 5 due to the cost
of the atmospheric model at high resolution) is unfortunately probably not enough to have robust
statistical results and detect a systematic improvement due to for instance to change in vertical
ocean resolution. Hence we have decided upon a different strategy. Instead of performing different
simulations with a different vertical ocean grid, we propose instead to perform three long (50 years)
coupled simulations with the same version of CERFACS-HR, but using three different coupling
frequency strategies. The first simulation CPL24h-24h uses a 24-hr coupling frequency in each
direction while the second one, CPL3h-3h, uses a 3-hr time step to exchange all the coupling fields
between the ocean and the atmosphere. An additional experiment is also performed: while the
atmosphere sends its fields every 3h, the SST is only sent back every day. The idea here is that in
order to represent correctly the influence of both the diurnal cycle and SST high frequency (intra-
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daily) variability on coupled atmosphere-ocean characteristics, one may need to have a fairly high
vertical resolution in the ocean upper layers (Masson et al. 2012). This protocol then aims to
indirectly assess some of the effects of a high vertical ocean resolution on mean coupled biases
and dominant variability modes such as ENSO. Indeed, it has been proposed that the full impact of
the oceanic diurnal cycle could propagate from diurnal up to intraseasonal and seasonal scales,
and even eventually ENSO time scales (Slingo et al 2003; Bernie et al. 2005; Bernie et al. 2008).
Our objective is then to test whether our standard configuration (CPL3h-3h that we used in the
decadal hindcast experiments performed within 4.1.1) performs any better than the two others, in
particular with regard to ENSO properties, air-sea fluxes and teleconnections.
2. Project objectives
With this deliverable, the project has contributed to the achievement of the following objectives
(see DOW Section B.1.1.2):

No.
1.

Objective
Yes
To achieve an objective exhaustive evaluation of current forecast X
quality from dynamical, statistical, and consolidated systems to
identify the factors limiting s2d predictive capability

No

2.

To test specific hypotheses for the improvement of s2d predictions, X
including novel mechanisms responsible for high-impact events
using a process-based verification approach

3.

To develop innovative methods for a comprehensive forecast
quality assessment, including the maximum skill currently
attainable

X

4.

To facilitate the integration of multidimensional observational data
of the atmosphere-ocean-cryosphere-land system as sources of
initial conditions, and to validate and calibrate climate predictions

X

5.

To achieve an improved forecast quality at regional scales by X
better initialising the different components, an increase in the
spatial resolution of the global forecast systems and the
introduction of important new process descriptions
To assess the best alternatives to characterise and deal with the
uncertainties in climate prediction from both dynamical and
statistical perspectives for the increase of forecast reliability

6.

X

7.

To achieve reliable and accurate local-to-regional predictions via
the combination and calibration of the information from different
sources and a range of state-of-the-art regionalisation tools

X

8.

To illustrate the usefulness of the improvements for specific
applications and develop methodologies to better communicate
actionable climate information to policy-makers, stakeholders and
the public through peer-reviewed publications, e-based
dissemination tools, multi-media, examples for specific
stakeholders (energy and agriculture), stakeholder surveys,

X
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No.

Objective
conferences and targeted workshops
9.

To support the European contributions to WMO research initiatives
on s2d prediction such as the GFCS and enhance the European
role on the provision of climate services according to WMO
protocols by creating examples of improved tailored forecastbased products for the GPCs and participating in their transfer to
worldwide RCCs and NHMSs.

Yes

No

X

3. Detailed report on the deliverable
3.1. SMHI contribution
Background
Several studies found pronounced effects of vertical resolution in the troposphere and
stratosphere. Based on lower resolutions and the ECHAM5 atmosphere model, Roeckner et al.
(2006) find that increased vertical resolution generally results in warmer conditions close to the
surface and at high latitudes, most pronounced in the polar upper troposphere and lower
stratosphere. This is consistent with a decrease and equatorward shift of the mid-latitude
westerlies. Higher vertical resolution also leads to a redistribution of humidity and clouds
(Roeckner et al., 2006), and both deep and shallow convection. A limit of the Roeckner et al. study
is the selective choice of increasing only the vertical resolution. Roeckner et al. (2006) conclude
that substantial benefits in refining horizontal and vertical resolution at the same time give support
to scaling arguments deduced from quasigeostrophic theory implying that horizontal and vertical
resolution ought to be chosen consistently. Several publications recommend to chose horizontal
and vertical resolution in consistent ways (Lindzen, and Fox-Rabinovitz, 1989; Roeckner et al.
2006). Richter et al. (2014a) recommended vertical resolution should be 116-200 times smaller
than horizontal resolution to resolve motions in the troposphere and stratosphere adequately. A
combined increase of both vertical and horizontal resolution (in the ocean) is addressed in WP4.1.
Other studies find phenomena that crucially depend of the tropical lower stratospheric QuasiBiennial Oscillation (QBO) (Roechner et al., 2006; Giorgetta et al., 2002; Richter et al., 2014b).
Richter et al. (2014b) found that a vertical resolution higher than 500m and adequate gravity wave
drag are needed to obtain a realistic QBO in NCAR's Community Atmosphere Model (CAM5).
Recent studies using the Ec-Earth model showed significant systematic increase skill of QBO
prediction over 5 years forecast when using increased vertical resolution and adequate parameters
(corresponding to the vertical resolution) for the GWD scheme (SPECS project, reported WP4.1).
Ruti et al. (2006) found that there is a beneficial effect of the increased vertical levels on the
convective scheme performance and on the related dynamic fields over the tropic and the major
improvement is achieved via the improved cloud structure simulation. High vertical resolution also
improved the Indian summer monsoon precipitation and intraseasonal variability (Abhik, 2013) and
has significant impact on tracer transport (Rind, 2007). It is interesting to note that most studies on
the impact of higher resolution were done with atmosphere-only models, not with coupled GCMs.
In SPECS, we are looking mostly at coupled models, which might diversify the picture.
The model and the experimental setup:
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The model used for this report by SMHI is EC-Earth 3.1 including the atmosphere model IFS cycle
36r4, the ocean model NEMO3.3.1 and the sea ice model LIM3. The fully coupled model was used
for ensemble prediction experiments with anomaly initialisation, whereby two parallel chains of this
ensemble simulations were performed with standard (“L91”, 91 vertical levels) and high (“L137”,
137 vertical levels) atmospheric vertical resolution (Fig. VERT1) for a same horizontal resolution
(T255) and identical ocean/ice configuration. The main difference in the distribution of vertical
levels between L91 and L137 can be found in the atmospheric boundary layer and in the
stratosphere.

Fig. VERT: Vertical distribution of vertical layers in the atmosphere component (IFS) of the
coupled model EC-Earth
The ensemble consists of 10(6) members in standard (high) the resolution case, 10-year-long
hindcasts initialised every 1st of November from 1992 to 2009. The initial data for the atmosphere
component are taken from the ERA-Interim reanalysis (Dee et al. 2011) for both resolutions
(interpolated on model grid using a dedicated model FULL-POS IFS configuration - C926 ). For the
ocean component, initial anomaly data was taken from the Glorys2v1 reanalysis. The Glorys2v1
data was interpolated conservatively from its ORCA025L75 grid to the model's ORCA1L46 grid.
Perturbed ocean initial conditions were applied such as to cover two types of uncertainty:
1. Structural uncertainty due to the state of the initial phase, and
2. Overspecification uncertainty due to multiple constraints given by the combination of
variables that can potentially generate noise in the prediction.
First, we used a time-lag (plus/minus 15 days) of the background climatology that provided 3
members. Next, we applied selective dynamical variable initial specification (by disregarding one of
the variables sea surface height, ocean currents or sea-ice velocity) that provided another 3
members. Another 4 members were obtained by perturbing sea-ice initial state. These used all the
same ocean initial conditions (with zero time-lag relative to 1st of November) and the sea ice
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perturbations were obtained from NEMO-LIM3 standalone model runs (carried out by IC3) forced
by ERA-interim atmosphere data, with ocean nudging towards 4 perturbed members (opa1 to
opa4) of the ORAS4 (ECMWF Ocean Reanalysis System 4) reanalysis, while the first 6 members
used the reference opa0. This set-up provided an ensemble of 10 different perturbed ocean/sea
ice initial conditions valid at 1st of November each starting year (Table 1).
For the L137 case, only 6 ensemble members have been generated. For the initialization, we used
the five ocean perturbed initial conditions (as main source of predictability), and one perturbed seaice initial condition (with zero-lag ocean perturbation).
All initialization was carried out as anomaly initialisation, i.e. the model is initialized with observed
anomalies and deviates from its preferred climatology only by that observed initial departure.
Simulated and observed climatologies were taken from the time interval 1992-2009. The observed
anomalies are applied on top of a simulated climatology of the same model version in standard
resolution (L91). The high vertical resolution case (L137) was initialized based on the same
standard resolution climatology. Problems associated with that simplification are considered small
over the 1-10 years of the simulations because both coupled configurations use the very same
ocean set-up, only the atmosphere vertical resolution is different.
The advantage of the anomaly method used at SMHI is seen in the fact that the initial conditions
are consistent with the coupled model's preferred mean state (the model's attractor) hence
diminishing the model initial drift towards its own climatological state. In theory, the forecasts
should not drift at all, and biases may be removed based on the difference between observed and
simulated climatologies of a given long term period. In practise, forecasts drift anyway due to
imperfect choice of climatology and dynamic adjustments to the observed anomaly that is not fully
consistent with the models dynamics.

member

resolutio
n

Ocean 3D initialization

Sea ice initialization

stdres1

L91

Glorys2v1 anomaly added to model
climatology with time lag zero

From NEMO-LIM3 run based on
opa0 member of ORAS4

stdres2

L91

Glorys2v1 anomaly added to model
climatology with time lag -15 days

From NEMO-LIM3 run based on
opa0 member of ORAS4

stdres3

L91

Glorys2v1 anomaly added to model
climatology with time lag +15 days

From NEMO-LIM3 run based on
opa0 member of ORAS4

stdres4

L91

Glorys2v1 anomaly added to model
climatology with time lag zero; ssh
non-initialised

From NEMO-LIM3 run based on
opa0 member of ORAS4

stdres5

L91

Glorys2v1 anomaly added to model
climatology with time lag zero; u-v
ocean currents non-initialised

From NEMO-LIM3 run based on
opa0 member of ORAS4

stdres6

L91

Glorys2v1 anomaly added to model
climatology with time lag zero; seaice velocity u-v non-initialised

From NEMO-LIM3 run, based on
opa0 member of ORAS4

stdres7

L91

same as stdres1 ocean

From NEMO-LIM3 run, nudged to
opa1 member of ORAS4

stdres8

L91

same as stdres1 ocean

From NEMO-LIM3 run, nudged to
opa2 member of ORAS4
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member

resolutio
n

Ocean 3D initialization

Sea ice initialization

stdres9

L91

same as stdres1 ocean

From NEMO-LIM3 run, nudged to
opa3 member of ORAS4

stdres10

L91

same as stdres1 ocean

From NEMO-LIM3 run nudged to
opa3 member of ORAS4

highres1

L137

same as stdres1 (ocean and seaice)

From NEMO-LIM3 run, nudged to
opa0 member of ORAS4

highres2

L137

same as stdres2 (ocean and seaice)

From NEMO-LIM3 run, nudged to
opa0 member of ORAS4

highres3

L137

same as stdres4 (ocean and seaice)

From NEMO-LIM3 run, nudged to
opa0 member of ORAS4

highres4

L137

same as stdres5 (ocean and seaice)

From NEMO-LIM3 run, nudged to
opa0 member of ORAS4

highres5

L137

same as stdres6 (ocean and seaice)

From NEMO-LIM3 run, nudged to
opa0 member of ORAS4

highres6

L137

same as stdres7 (ocean and sea- From NEMO-LIM3 run, nudged to
ice)
opa0 member of ORAS4
Table 1: Ocean and sea ice initialisation for 10 ensemble members in standard resolution and 6
ensemble members in high resolution.

Post-processing:
The ensemble simulations are stored as monthly mean fields. Because of the risk of drift, even for
anomaly initialization, the monthly means are all bias-corrected by subtracting for each month a
model climatology and adding a ERA-Interim “observed” monthly mean climatology. More
specifically, the model drift d(τ) is calculated as 𝑑𝑑(𝜏𝜏) = 𝑌𝑌�(𝜏𝜏) − 𝑋𝑋�(𝜏𝜏)
with 𝑌𝑌�(𝜏𝜏) = the forecast average over all initialisation times in an ensemble as a function of
forecast time 𝜏𝜏 after the initialization, and 𝑋𝑋�(𝜏𝜏) = the corresponding observation average. The
actual bias-corrected forecast is given by:
�
𝑌𝑌𝚥𝚥𝚥𝚥̇ = 𝑌𝑌𝐽𝐽𝐽𝐽 − 𝑑𝑑𝜏𝜏 = 𝑋𝑋�𝜏𝜏 + �𝑌𝑌𝑗𝑗𝑗𝑗 − 𝑌𝑌�𝜏𝜏 � = 𝑋𝑋�𝜏𝜏 + 𝑌𝑌′𝑗𝑗𝑗𝑗

with 𝑌𝑌′𝑗𝑗𝑗𝑗= = the anomaly of the raw forecast with respect to the forecast average over the ensemble
of start dates.
Results:
1) Global mean T2m
Ensemble mean global mean 2 meter Temperature T2M 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5 years after initialisation
are displayed as seasonal and annual mean in Fig. ENS_high_1 (L137 vertical resolution) and
Fig. ENS_low_1(L91 vertical resolution). All predicted developments are roughly following the
observed trends. The special negative anomaly in the global mean temperature in 2000 and 2001
is well resembled by lag 1,2,3 forecasts. The observed so-called hiatus period of temporary
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reduced global warming with no apparent decadal trend is seen in the forecasts, especially
between 2003 and 2012.
The major difference between the HighRes and LowRes bias corrections is a lead-time
dependence in the HighRes case (Fig. Drift_T2m). For all seasons, the bias correction (the “drift”
𝑑𝑑𝜏𝜏 ) increases with lead-time, starting close to zero and growing up to 0.35 K for 5 years lead-time.
In contrast, the drift for the LowRes case shows almost no time lag dependence. Generally in both
cases, the drift values (constant with lead time or increasing) vary seasonally with lowest values in
winter and autumn, and highest values (0.3 – 0.5 K) during the NH summer. The lead-time
dependence of the high resolution case clearly illustrates that the high resolution reference run is
still not fully dynamically adjusted to its configuration and forcing. Further, the increased
dependency can be expected, as this the higher resolution allows to resolve finer-scale physics
with fastest growing-type of the initial error.

Fig. ENS_high_1: Ensemble mean global mean 2 meter Temperature T2M 1,2,3,4 and 5 years
after initialisation, displayed as seasonal and annual mean, in L137 vertical resolution.
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Fig. ENS_low_1: Ensemble mean global mean 2 meter Temperature T2M 1,2,3,4 and 5 years after
initialisation, displayed as seasonal and annual mean, in L91 vertical resolution.
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High resolution

Standard resolution

Fig. Drift_T2m : Bias correction drift (
, in K) of ensemble mean global mean T2M as a function
of lead time in years after initialisation, displayed as seasonal and annual mean, in L91 vertical
resolution.
2) Skill of 2D fields
We examine the prediction skill of both high and standard vertical resolution configurations by
calculating time correlations and Ensemble Brier scores after bias correction. Both analyses are
utilized via the SpecVerification software package (Siegert, 2015) functions “Corr” and “EnsBrier”.
Relevant fields for the deliverables are T2m, SST and OLR (outgoing long wave radiation). The
latter is potentially interesting because it is indicative for convection. Negative (positive) OLR is
connected to enhanced (reduced) convection.
The original model data are bilinearly interpolated on a 72*36 grid, corresponding to 5 deg
resolution. The same procedure was applied to the ERA-Interim data. All skill assessment is based
on 72*36 grid data.
Ensemble Brier scores represent a method to estimate skill, which is targeting the occurrence of
binary events; i.e. prediction values below or over a certain threshold, which in our case is chosen
to be zero, because we are analysing anomalies. Score values at zero represent a perfect
prediction. Ensemble Brier scores are calculated for each start time and the 5 forecast annual
means. We present here the average scores over all start times and prediction years 1-5.
Fig. T2M_CORR shows correlation values higher than 0.4 (in tones of red) mostly in the Pacific
ocean, Indian ocean and the Arctic. Over the land, such relatively high values are seen over
central and South Africa, Australia, Indonesia, Central Asia and parts of the far Northern North
America. The large scale patterns for high and standard vertical resolution largely coincide. In the
high-resolution case, correlations increase compared to the standard resolution case in the eastern
parts of the Pacific ocean including Alaska, the western Arctic, South America, the South Atlantic,
the tropical Atlantic, the larger area around Iceland and central Asia. Reduced correlations are
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centred around the southern Indian ocean, the equatorial west Pacific, eastern Arctic and and over
large parts of North America. Those geographical patterns are confirmed in the Ensemble Brier
scores in Fig. T2M_ENSBRIER. Smaller scores are better than larger ones.
Both correlation analyses and Ensemble Brier scores require observations as a reference. Those
have been chosen from the ERA-Interim reanalysis. Correlation and Ensemble Brier scores for
SST (Fig. SST_CORR and SST_ENSBRIER) are naturally limited to ocean areas and show very
similar patterns of improvement as for T2m. Especially emphasized is the high resolution improved
correlation in the tropical Pacific, only interrupted by a smaller band of reduced correlations
originating from New Guinea.
The correlation of OLR (Fig. OLR_CORR) show highest values around Australia in the standard
resolution case, and even more emphasized in the high-resolution case. On global average,
correlations are similar in both vertical resolutions. This horizontal pattern is confirmed by the
comparison of Ensemble Brier scores (Fig. OLR_ENSBRIER).
In summary, on global average, we do not find any improvement of multi-annual prediction skill for
high vertical resolution. However, regionally improvements are seen for the high-resolution case,
especially in regions that already have good skill in the standard resolution case. Based on the
existing skill analyses, it is difficult to point to specific reasons of the skill improvements. This
needs to be left to forthcoming deeper analysis. We note that the regional improvements need to
be seen in the light of the different tuning efforts for the standard resolution and high-resolution
cases. While the standard resolution case has undergone a present day tuning, this was not
possible for the high-resolution case. Still, regional improvements in pre-existing regions of good
skill are seen.
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Fig. 1: T2M_CORR Correlation of T2M ensemble mean with observation for high (upper left) and low (upper
right) vertical resolution, and high - low (lower left). The global average change in correlation is 0.03 (i.e.
better for higher resolution)
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Fig. 2: Fig. T2M_ENSBRIER Ensemble Brier score for T2M prediction for high (upper left) and low (upper
right) vertical resolution, and high - low (lower left). Smaller scores are better than larger ones. The global
average change in score is 0.01 (i.e. better for the lower resolution)
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Fig. 3: SST_CORR Correlation of T2M ensemble mean with observation for high (upper left) and low (upper
right) vertical resolution, and high - low (lower left)
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Fig. 5: OLR_CORR Correlation of T2M ensemble mean with observation for high (upper left) and low (upper
right) vertical resolution, and high - low (lower left). The global average change in correlation is 0.03 (i.e.
better for higher resolution)
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Fig. 6: Fig. OLR_ENSBRIER Ensemble Brier score for T2M prediction for high (upper left) and low
(upper right) vertical resolution, and high - low (lower left)
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3.2. Cerfacs contribution
Background
State-of-the-art coupled climate models exhibit large deficiencies in simulating the climate, with,
for instance, strong warm biases over the western coast of Africa and South-Pacific, and a poor
representation of the El Nino Southern Pacific Oscillation (ENSO). There is various ways to
improve the model's ability to reproduce the observed climate. One of these ways is to change the
coupling frequency between the ocean and the atmosphere model: some studies have shown
reduced biases in increaseing the coupling frequency. (i) the bias in the mean equatorial Sea
Surface Temperature (SST) is reduced (Danabasoglu et al., 2006), (ii) the meridional SST
gradient in the North Atlantic is decreased (Guemas et al., 2013), (iii) the cold bias in the eastern
tropical Pacific is reduced (Misra et al., 2008). (iv) Improvement also concerns the simulation of
the Madden Julian Oscillation (Bernie et al., 2008) and the ENSO simulation (Masson et al., 2012;
Terray et al., 2012). (v) The Indian Monsoon – ENSO teleconnection has also been improved
(Terray et al., 2012).
More than half of the CMIP5 models exchange flux between the atmosphere and ocean once per
day. In these models, air-sea exchanges on time-scales shorter than one day, are excluded, i.e.
the ocean diurnal cycle is not taking into account. Increasing the coupling frequency allows the
atmospheric model to interact with the diurnal cycle of the SSTs. The coupling frequency
modification is then associated with an increase in the air-sea fluxes exchange in climate models
(Tian et al., 2016). Previous studies are based on simulations performed with low-resolution
ocean-atmosphere coupled climate models. Here we address this question with a high-resolution
ocean-atmosphere coupled climate model. Moreover the results can be model-dependent and an
additional study allows confirming/ moderating the conclusions obtained in the previous studies.
Methodology
The Cerfacs-HR model
CERFACS-HR is a high resolution Atmosphere-Ocean General Circulation Model (AOGCM)
developed at Centre Européen de Recherche Avancée en Calcul Scientifique (CERFACS). The
atmospheric model is the ARPEGE-climate v5.3 with a horizontal resolution of about 50 kilometers
and 31 vertical levels (T359L31), developed at Meteo-France/CNRM (Centre National de
Recherches Météorologiques). This version of ARPEGE shares the same physic as ARPEGE v2,
used in the CMIP5 exercice (CNRM-CM5.1, Voldoire et al., 2013), but runs at a higher resolution
(truncature T359 instead of T127) and does not use the SURFEX (SURFface EXternalisé)
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modeling system. The land-surface Interaction between Soil Biosphere and Atmosphere (ISBA)
model (Noilhan and Planton 1989; Noilhan and Mahfouf 1996) is used in order to represent
continental surfaces (soil, vegetation, snow).
The ocean model is the Nucleus for European Models of the Ocean (NEMO) v3.4 (Madec, 2008)
from the Institut Pierre-Simon Laplace (IPSL). NEMO runs on a ORCA025L75 grid (horizontal
resolution of about 0.25° and on 75 vertical levels) at global scale decreasing poleward (an
isotropic Mercator grid in the Southern Hemisphere, a quasi-isotropic bipolar grid in the Northern
Hemisphere with poles over land at 107°W and 73°E). Vertical grid spacing is finer near the
surface and increases with depth. Further information on the DRAKKAR ORCA-R025 grid is given
in Barnier et al. (2006). The Louvain-la-Neuve Sea Ice model LIM2 3.3 (Vancoppenolle et al.,
2009a, 2009b) is embedded into the ocean modeling system NEMO, on a C-grid dynamicthermodynamic model and includes the representation of the subgrid-scale distributions of ice
thickness, enthalpy, salinity and age. The atmospheric and oceanic components are coupled with
OASIS3-MCT2.0 (Valcke et al., 2013). This model was used in several studies. (i) The
improvement (bias reduction) of the seasonal prediction system, due to an increase in the model
resolution, is addressed in Goubanova et al. (to be submitted). (ii) The decadal prediction skill is
addressed, with a set of decadal hindcasts, in Monerie et al. (Under review Climate Dynamics).
(iii) To test the impact of the recent volcanic aerosol evolution (2003-2012) on the global
temperature, sensitivity experiments have also been performed with CERFACS-HR (Monerie et
al., submitted in Geophysical Research Letters).
The simulations are full-field initialized in November 1993. Ocean and Sea-ice initial conditions are
given by the GLORYS2V1 ocean reanalysis product (Ferry et al., 2012). This reanalysis is based
on a ocean and sea-ice general circulation model at 1/4° horizontal resolution assimilating in-situ
profiles of temperature, salinity and sea surface temperature. The atmosphere is initialized from a
SST-forced ARPEGE simulation over the same period. The model takes into account the past and
current greenhouse gases concentration, solar irradiance and black carbon, particulate organic
matter, dust, sea salt and sulphate. The optical depths of the tropospheric aerosols are the CMIP5
prescribed emissions (Szopa et al., 2013). After 2005 the GHG forcing is the same as in the
rcp8.5 emission scenario of the CMIP5 exercise.

The coupling frequency sensitivity simulations
We test the coupling frequency on the climate simulations by running a set of simulations:
•

In CPL3h-3h the coupling between the ocean and the atmosphere is done every 3
hours.

•

In CPL24h-3h the ocean forces the atmosphere at a daily time-step, and the
atmosphere gives its information to the ocean every 3 hours.

•

In CPL24h-24h the ocean-atmosphere coupling is performed once per day.

−

The impact of the coupling frequency reduction between both the atmosphere and the ocean
model is given by the CPL24h-24h – CPL3h-3h difference (hereafter noted
[CPLocean↔atmosphere]).

−

The impact of reducing only the information given by the ocean model to the atmosphere
model is given by the CPL24h-3h – CPL3h-3h difference (hereafter noted
[CPLocean→atmosphere]).
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−

The impact of reducing only the information given by the atmosphere model to the ocean
model is given by the CPL24h-24h – CPL24h-3h difference (hereafter noted
[CPLatmosphere→ocean]).

The simulations cover a 55-year period (plus 2 months): from November 1993 to December 2048.
A 8-year spin-up has been applied in order to avoid taking into account the model's drift when
comparing the simulations.
Results
Temperature change
Figure 1 exhibits the 2001-2048 globally-averaged air-surface temperature (GMST) for CPL3h-3h,
CPL24h-3h and CPL24h-24h. The strongest differences are obtained between CPL3h-3h and
CPL24h-24h, with a warmer climate when the coupling frequency is reduced. The differences in
GMST are however weak, since the CPL24h-24h GMST is not outside the CPL3h-3h GMST interannual spread. The GMST change is mainly due to strong values over the Arctic (Fig. 2). The
reduction in the coupling frequency between the ocean and atmosphere is associated with a
warming of the Arctic, of more than 1°C in boreal winter (in January-February-March; first column),
of more than 2°C in boreal summer (July-August-September; second column) and of more than
7°C in boreal autumn (October-November-December; third column).
The warming of the Arctic is stronger when reducing [CPLocean→atmosphere] than when
reducing the frequency of the exchanges from the atmosphere to the ocean
([CPLatmosphere→ocean]). A warming of the austral ocean also occurs. This is only due to the
reduction of the frequency at which the ocean can see the atmosphere, as shown in the figure 2
(first and third line).
Sea-ice extent and sea-ice concentration
The strongest difference in surface-air temperature occurs over the Arctic and is likely to be
associated with a change in the sea-ice extent. The sea-ice extent (SIE; 106 km2) is computed for
each simulation and for the month of SIE maximum (March) and SIE minimum (September) (Fig.
3). In March, SIE decreases slowly from 1994 to 2048, in consistency with an increase in the GHG
atmospheric concentration. CPL24h-24h exhibits a quick and strong decrease in SIE, with a icefree Arctic albedo in September (Fig. 3b). The SIE vanishes also in CPL24h-3h, but more slowly.
Reducing the coupling frequency leads thus to a decrease in SIE (Fig. 3a). The differences are the
strongest in September.
The sea-ice concentration is strongly reduced north of 60°North, especially in summer and in
autumn. The differences in winter and fall concern mainly the areas of the sea-ice edge, east of
Greenland and north of Scandinavia (Fig. 4). The sea-ice concentration reduction is strongly
associated with an increase in air-surface temperature. The [CPLocean→atmosphere] impact is
stronger than then [CPLatmosphere→ocean]. The SIE decrease is thus mainly due to the
reduction in the frequency at which the information is given from the ocean model to the
atmosphere model.
Heat flux changes
The change in air-surface temperature over the Arctic is associated with a change in the surface
net heat budget. Reducing the coupling frequency leads to a decrease in the net shortwave flux
(Fig. 5) and to an increase in the net longwave flux (Fig. 6). The change in shortwave flux occurs
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mainly in fall and summer, when the Arctic receives most of its annual solar energy, and is
stronger than the change in the longwave fluxes, which occurs mainly in winter and autumn.
The shortwave flux is decomposed onto the part due to the downwelling shortwave flux (rsds) and
the part due to the upcoming shortwave flux (rsus). The change in rsds is weak and the net
shortwave flux intensity change is almost only due to the change in the upcoming flux (Fig. 7)
(shown here, with for instance, the reduction in the [CPLocean↔atmosphere] coupling frequency.
The surface temperature change is thus mainly associated with change of the albedo, due to the
decrease in SIE in summer (Fig. 4), and to the decrease in snow thickness, over the ice, in
autumn (not shown). We display in figure 8 both SIE and net surface heat flux CPL24h-24h minus
CPL3h-3h difference. The net heat flux change follows the shrinking of the sea-ice with a lag of
several months, indicating that the warming of the Arctic is associated with the change in surface
albedo.
However, a change in the surface-air temperature could be the precursor of the sea-ice change. In
this section we analysed changes averaged over the 2001-2048 period (with a 8-years spin-up).
We hypothesize that the feedback linking sea-ice and air-surface temperature change is being
triggered right from the start of the simulations. It is in this case necessary to analyse the changes
occurring during the first months of the simulations. This topic is assessed in the next section,
using daily values.
Daily evolution of heat fluxes and surface-air temperature
We analyze the daily evolution of the differences, between CPL24h-24h and CPL3h-3h, in SIE,
and for a regional index (north of 60°N; between 30°W and 0°E) of air-surface temperature, total
surface net fluxes, surface shortwave fluxes (net, upcoming, downcoming), surface longwave
fluxes (net, upward, downward), the turbulent net fluxes and the air-surface daily amplitude (along
with tasmax and tasmin). This restricted area corresponds to the east of Greenland, where the sea
ice vanishes more quickly in winter, and where the air-surface temperature anomalies are the
strongest (not shown). The anomalies are computed over the first days of the first complete year
of the simulation (from January the 1st to September the 31st, in 1994).
SIE anomalies are weak from January to May and become stronger in June, in boreal summer (fig
9a). The strong SIE anomaly is associated with a negative anomaly in upward shortwave flux in
boreal summer (fig. 9e). SIE melting allows a free-ice ocean (east of Greenland), an increase in
the heat effective capacity of the sea and a warming of the SSTs and of the surface-air
temperature (in a way analogous as in the arctic amplification). The sea-ice temperature feedback
may have started in winter (SIE anomalies are already negative in winter). The air-surface
temperature anomaly is strong (from 3 to 9°C) over eastern Greenland in boreal winter, and
becomes weaker in summer (since this area is already ice-free in summer) (fig 9b). The change in
total net fluxes is consistent with this anomalous warming (fig 9c). This is mainly due to an
increase in the turbulent fluxes (latent and sensitive fluxes) and in the net longwave fluxes (fig 9gl).
The increase in surface heat fluxes can be associated with a more realistic simulation of the
diurnal cycle. For instance, the air-surface temperature amplitude is stronger when the coupling
frequency is reduced (fig 9m). This is consistent with Tian et al. (2016), which have shown that
heat fluxes are stronger when the diurnal cycle of the SSTs are taken into account.
ENSO variability
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We test the impact of the coupling frequency on the El-Nino Southern Oscillation (ENSO) by
computing wavelet analysis based on the temperature over the nino3-4 box (Fig. 10). For each of
the simulations we find a similar ENSO frequency; 3-6 years. Masson et al. (2012) have found a
change in the variability of the ENSO by using different coupling frequency with a low-resolution
climate model. Here we do not find a similar result. This difference can be due to the length of our
time series, and may also be model-dependent.
Mixed-layer variability
We analyze the [CPLocean↔atmosphere] impact on the mixed-layer variability through the
CPL3h-3h on CPL24h-24h ratio of the mixed layer variance. Since the mixed-layer depth strongly
varies in the subtropics and the polar areas, following a seasonal cycle, we show the result for the
winter (DJF; fig 11a) and the summer (JJA; fig 11b). The difference is strong over the Arctic in
summer with a variance 15 times stronger when the coupling frequency is reduced (fig 11b). The
ratio is weak (lesser than 1) over the tropics and the subtropics, but indicates a decrease in the
mixed-layer variance, both in winter and summer.
Summary and discussion
Reducing the coupling frequency leads to a strong increase (decrease) in air-surface temperature
(Arctic sea ice extent). The differences are mainly obtained over the Arctic (with a warming of 7°C
for the [CPLocean↔atmosphere]) but several changes occur also over other latitudes, such as the
Austral Ocean, in winter and fall. The impact on the surface-air temperature is weak over the
latitude and does not lead to a change in the ENSO variability. The change in the mixed-layer
variance only reveals strong changes over the Arctic. The three simulations provides a similar
mean climate in the tropics, and the SSTs of eastern Pacific and Tropical Atlantic ocean are not
impacted. It is thus not possible here to state on a reduction of the mean biases of the models
over the cold tongues (in consistency with Masson et al., 2012).
A stronger impact is obtained for [CPLocean→atmosphere] than for [CPLatmosphere→ocean].
We hypothesize the SIE decrease to be due to a change in the total surface net fluxes (upward
longwave fluxes and in the latent and sensible fluxes) in winter and fall. This anomaly contributes
to melt the sea-ice east of Greenland and to warm the SSTs and the air-surface temperature. A
positive feedback appears then between the air-surface temperature increase and the sea-ice
melting. Large uncertainties are associated with this result since we analysed the daily evolution
during the first year, when the model's drift is large and can strongly impact the difference between
the simulations. The strong variability of the fluxes and of the air-surface temperature weakens
also the conclusion.
Masson et al. (2012) have found a change in the ENSO variability in reducing the coupling
frequency but with no impact on the mean state of the simulation. However, Danabasoglu et al.
(2006), Guemas et al. (2013) and Misra et al. (2008) have shown an improvement of the
simulations when the ocean models force the atmosphere model taking into account the a diurnal
cycle of the SSTs. Results are thus model-dependent and the results presented here have thus to
be confirmed with additional/longer simulations. Masson et al. (2012) and Terray et al. (2012) have
shown that the impact of the coupling frequency does not depend on the vertical resolution
(number of level of the ocean model). Their simulations were performed with a lower-resolution
model.
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Figures

Figure1: Globally-averaged air surface temperature (°C) for CPL3h-3h, CPL24h-3h and CPL24h24h. The represented statistics are the median (horizontal bar), the 25th and 75th percentile (lower
and upper bounds of the box) and the minimum and maximum value (lower and upper value) in
annual GMST.
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Figure2: Surface-air temperature warming (°K) differences between CPL24h-24h and CPL3h-3h
(first raw), CPL24h-24h and CPL24h-3h (second raw), and CPL24h-3h and CPL3h-3h (third raw),
for four seasons (JFM, AMJ, JAS and OND). Dots indicate that differences are significance at the
95% confidence level according to a Student t-test.
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Figure3: Sea-ice extent (106 km2) evolution in a) September and b) March, for CPL3h-3h, CPL24h3h and CPL24h-24h.
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Figure4: Differences in sea-ice concentration (%) between CPL24h-24h and CPL3h-3 (first raw),
CPL24h-24h and CPL24h-3h (second raw), and CPL24h-3h and CPL3h-3h (third raw), for four
seasons (JFM, AMJ, JAS and OND). Dots indicate that differences are significance at the 95%
confidence level according to a Student t-test.
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Figure5: Differences in net shortwave fluxes (W.m-2) between CPL24h-24h and CPL3h-3 (first
raw), CPL24h-24h and CPL24h-3h (second raw), and CPL24h-3h and CPL3h-3h (third raw), for
four seasons (JFM, AMJ, JAS and OND). Dots indicate that differences are significance at the 95%
confidence level according to a Student t-test.
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Figure6: Differences in net longwave fluxes (W.m-2) between CPL24h-24h and CPL3h-3 (first raw),
CPL24h-24h and CPL24h-3h (second raw), and CPL24h-3h and CPL3h-3h (third raw), for four
seasons (JFM, AMJ, JAS and OND). Dots indicate that differences are significance at the 95%
confidence level according to a Student t-test.
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Figure7: Differences in upward (first line) and downward (second line) shortwave fluxes (W.m-2)
between CPL24h-24h and CPL3h-3h for four seasons (JFM, AMJ, JAS and OND). Dots indicate
that differences are significance at the 95% confidence level according to a Student t-test.
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Figure8: Differences in sea-ice extent (gray bars) and in net total fluxes (averaged over the Arctic;
red line) between CPL24h-24h and CPL3h-3h for each months.
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Figure9: CPL24h-24h minus CPL3h-3h difference in a) SIE and of a regional index [30°W-0°;
60°N-90°N] in b) surface-air temperature, c) total surface net heat fluxes, d) surface net shortwave
fluxes, e) surface upcoming shortwave flux, f) surface downwelling shortwave flux, g) surface net
longwave fluxes, h) surface upcoming longwave flux, i) surface downwelling longwave flux, j)
turbulent fluxes and its k) latent and l) sensitive parts, difference in m) surface temperature
amplitude (tasmax-tasmin), in n) tasmax and o) tasmin.
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Figure10: Wavelet analysis based on the nino3-4 index (with monthly means of surface-air
temperature).
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Figure 11: CPL3h-3h on CPL24h-24h ratio of mixed-layer variance (2030-2040) in a) winter and b)
summer. The mixed layer variance is computed with daily value.
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Figure 12: Differences in 0-2000m heat content (first line), salinity (second line) and oceanic zonal
current (third line) between CPL24-24h and CPL3h-3 for four seasons (JFM, AMJ, JAS and OND).
Dots indicate that differences are significance at the 95% confidence level according to a Student
t-test.
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